Imagery and observation
intervention for a second
serve in tennis.

The PETTLEP Approach to Motor
imagery: A functional equivalent model for
sport psychologists: Holmes and Collins
(2013)

mechanisms as those that are also
responsible for the preparation and
programming of actual movements.
Decety split this into three areas:

To help a tennis player improve their
second serve (kick) in terms of accuracy
and speed to the advantage side. I will be
using motor imagery and observation
combined with physical practice and
incorporating the PETTLEP approach.
This will involve use on both internal and
external imagery from 1pp and 3pp as
requested by the player and the script will
be generated by the player. The player is a
very high club/low county standard who
has had several operations for golfers
elbow in the past. Therefore using motor
imagery and observation will help in terms
of overuse and potential reducing further
injuries.
Neuroscientific Explanation
Research looking at ‘functional
equivalence’ suggests that imagery has
the effect of priming muscles for
subsequent physical action, which has
clear benefits for this tennis player. There
is also evidence that neural impulses
passed from the brain to the muscular
system during imagery may be retained in
memory (almost as if the movement has
actually happened).
Research by Holmes and Collins (2001)
argue that ‘unless motor imagery is
congruent with physical practice it will not
be as effective in activating it desired
effect’. This was further supported by
Gallese and Goldman (1998) who argue
that ‘when an individual observes or
images an action, the same regions of the
brain are activated as when they
physically perform the same task’.
Research1

This study looked at three main areas:
1: central and peripheral functional
equivalence ‘use of PET scans’.
Pascual-Leone et al (1995) suggest that
the primary motor cortex showed
activation during imagery. A significant
proportion of cortical area therefore shows
a pattern of activation during imagery
similar to that of actual performance
(Inguar and Philipson, 1997)
These areas included:
1: Prefrontal areas
2: Cerebellum
3: Supplementary Motor Areas (SMA)
4: Basal Ganglia
2: Peripheral Indices
Peripheral cardiac and respiratory indices
which anticipate muscular activity are also
increased during imagery (Decety et al,
1991).
3: Behavioural Evidence –
between imagery and perception
Farah (1985) found that imagery
selectively facilitates perception through
the recruitment of attention to the same
functionally spatial representational
medium in which stimuli are encoded at
an early stage of perceptual processing.
Research 2
Do imagined and executed actions share
the same neural substrate?
Decety, (1996)
During imagery, execution would be
blocked at some level of cortico-spinal
flow. The assumption is that motor
imagery shares the same neural

1: Mental Chronometry
(response times)
In 1962, Landauer found similar
completion times for both implicit and
explicit speech. This suggests that both
behaviours share the same central
process.
2: Autonomic Responses
Wang and Morgan (1992) measured
cardiac and reparatory activity during
actual and mental locomotion at
increasing speeds. They found that there
was a co variation of heart rate and
pulmonary ventilation with the degree of
imagined effort. Compared a subject
mentally running 12 km/h with walking
5km/h
3: Measurements of regional
cerebral blood flow
Using functional mapping of the regional
cerebral blood flow (rCBF)
Ingvar and Philipsson (1977)
Participants were asked to imagine a
clenching fist/hand movement with a slow
rhythm or actually carry out the same
movement.
During mental stimulation they found
significant increases in the pre-motor and
frontal regions. And when hand
movements were actually carried out they
found mainly activation of the same
magnitude in the contralateral primary
motor cortex. These results confirmed the
SMA plays an important role for the
internal programming and stimulation of
complex motor sequences.
Overall, the three areas 1: Mental

Chronometry 2: Autonomic Responses
and 3: Measurements of regional cerebral
blood flow all converge to support the
notion that motor imagery shares the
same neural mechanisms that are
involved in motor control of actual actions.
Perspectives – first person ‘head cam’
perspective or third person
External Visual Imagery and Internal visual
imagery potentially activate motor
representations and strengthen the neural
network responsible for movement
execution. Holmes and Collins, (2001)
Observation and Imagery
Research shows that there’s a greater
congruency between observed action and
the executed action, therefore producing
a stronger prime. Observation will prime
the subsequent image to a greater extent
when the neuronal activation of the two
processes is more closely matched.
Brass et al, (2001) Observed and imaged
in the same perspective
Participant generated imagery script.
Smith, Holmes, Burden, Wilson (2010)
Found that imagery scripts conducted
from personal experience produced
greater task-relevant muscle activity and
imagery ability than experimenter
generated scripts. Supported by Holmes
and Collins, (2001)
Mirror Neurons
Co-activation of ‘mirror neurons’ has been
measured in the region of F5 premotor
cortex and posterior parietal area PF
during movement execution and
observation. This is supported by fMRI,
TMS and PET scans; the existence of a
shared neuron system in humans for
movement execution, observation and
motor imagery. Buccino et al, 2001).

Maybe add something about its better if
it’s another human doing a familiar action

Psychological Confidence
Study: Motor imagery and ‘placebo-racket
effects’ in tennis serve performance
Guillot et al (2012)
Player’s perception of their serve was
increased more after using the placebo
racket and compared to the motor
imagery group.
Research found that alternating imagined
actual serves with a placebo racket
resulted in significantly better accuracy
score than tennis training alone. The
positive beliefs and perception of the
placebo effect, as well as the player’s
anticipation of benefits, may have instilled
confidence in a tennis player. This also
helped to divert anxiety away from serving
because the placebo allowed for better
visualisation and overall relaxation.
Players were more confident using a
custom made racket. The data suggests
that cognitive and motivational imagery
functions might simultaneously affect
motor performance positively. Giacobbi et
al (2003). This could then be incorporated
into Chris’s imagery script.

Neuroscientific
Explanation
Research looking at ‘functional equivalence’ suggests that
imagery has the effect of priming muscles for subsequent
physical action, which has clear benefits for this tennis
player. Research by Holmes and Collins (2001) argue that
‘unless motor imagery is congruent with physical practice it
will not be as effective in activating it desired effect’.

Research 1

PETTLEP
The PETTLEP Approach to Motor imagery: A functional equivalent
model for sport psychologists: Holmes and Collins (2013)
This study looked at three main areas:
1: central and peripheral functional equivalence ‘use of PET scans’.
2: Peripheral Indices
3: Behavioural Evidence – between imagery and perception

Research 2

Mirror Neurons
Co-activation of ‘mirror neurons’ has been measured
in the region of F5 premotor cortex and posterior
parietal area PF during movement execution and
observation. This is supported by fMRI, TMS and PET
scans; the existence of a shared neuron system in
humans for movement execution, observation and
motor imagery. Buccino et al, 2001).

Psychological
Explanation

Research 3

Confidence
Study: Motor imagery and ‘placeboracket effects’ in tennis serve
performance, Guillot et al (2012)
Player’s perception of their serve was
increased more after using the
placebo racket and compared to the
motor imagery group.

